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ABSTRACT

Clothing the Black Body in Slavery: What They Wore and How it Was Made
by
Wanett I. Clyde

Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Macaulay-Lewis

After suffering the traumas of capture, enslavement and the ship's journey from their
homeland, newly arrived Black people, along with struggling to understand and cope with their
reduced circumstances, were often pulled in multiple directions with regard to their appearance.
Stripped of garments that represented their native culture and forbidden to practice their personal
grooming habits, slaves were now reliant on their owners for care. Once a slave was purchased, it
was in the best interest of the master and mistress to protect their investment by providing them
with the essentials. Chief among those necessities were clothing.
This thesis will explore what enslaved persons wore, how they acquired the various
garments, and their feelings towards their attire. Additionally, it will examine their efforts to assert
their own personal style and the critical role that access to fine clothing played in successful
escape. These aspects of costume history and how they intersect with American history will be
illuminated using fugitive slave advertisements, slave owner’s financial records and written slave
narratives. I will investigate slave owners’ use of enforced codes to dominate and control the
recently enslaved, as well as the laws and regulations that sought to protect and cement slaves’
crucial role in the international textile industry. This portion of the thesis will rely on legal
iv

documentation detailing such codes as the Black Codes and Articles and Amendments to the
Constitution which landowners, slave owners and legislators used to protect their, and the fledgling
country’s financial interests.
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Introduction
From its inception the institution of slavery has had its detractors. On January 1,
1804 Haiti declared its independence, which set into motion the slow demise of the
institution (Stampp 20). More vocal and organized protests against keeping people as
property arose in part because of the years of Haitian rebellion that had preceded their
victory. Despite the concrete steps the British government had begun to take to abolish
slavery in 1833, the decades Northern abolitionists had spent protesting, and the monthlong debates in the Virginia legislature in 1832 pushing for its end slavery endured in the
Southern states of America as they entered they 1860s (Stampp 20).
As more formerly enslaved men and women who had successfully escaped to
freedom began touring with abolitionists and expounding on the evils of slavery, the
numbers opposing the institution grew. As arguments for abolishing slavery increased,
discussions of how best to protect the lucrative textile industry that ran adjacent to the
slave trade, and relied heavily upon the keeping of slaves, turned towards ensuring a
minimum standard of treatment of those held in captivity. These stopgap laws and
regulations were passed to eliminate some of the horrors of the institution in an attempt to
appease those members of society who had been straddling the line and win them over to
the side of the plantation owners and titans of the textile industry. Those driving these
kinds of decisions were often slave owners themselves.
In the first chapter, I will discuss the shifting view of slavery and how it was
woven into the textile industry and the very fiber of this nation. Analysis of the industry,
and the laws and regulations that sprang from measures to protect it, will reference
arguments highlighted in professor and attorney Ruthann Robson’s Dressing

Constitutionally: Hierarchy, Sexuality, And Democracy From Our Hairstyles To Our
Shoes. Professor Robson masterfully illustrates how the law created loopholes via
Constitutional Articles and Amendments to deepen the connection between slavery and
the production of textiles that built and sustained the economy of the United States and
beyond until the Civil War.
In chapter 2, I will discuss the acquisition, production and distribution of clothing
to the enslaved. Plantation records reveal differing methods of supplying this demand.
Some owners preferred to purchase cheap clothing, in bulk, from overseas, while others
secured cheaply made cloth in massive quantities from foreign suppliers and allotted a
predetermined amount to each slave or in some cases a family of slaves, for them to
produce the garments themselves. The quantity, quality and type of garment, by season,
age, and gender will be investigated. Additionally, the question of enslaved people’s
feelings towards their own attire, and that of fellow though differently ranked slaves, will
be explored.
In the final chapter, I will explore how enslaved men and women who married
dress and pleasing manners could find their way to freedom. Fugitive advertisements and
slave narratives highlight the various ways that an enslaved person could supply himself
or herself with finer clothing than they would receive from their master. I will explore the
unlikely opportunities that slaves being provided with an opportunity to earn, and keep,
payments from odd jobs were provided with. Some used the opportunity that their
enhanced appearance provided them to escape their circumstances. A close reading of the
slave narratives and advertisements in which clothing was prominently featured or played
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a critical role, as in the escapes of William and Ellen Craft, Harriet Jacobs, Frederick
Douglass and lesser known individuals, will demonstrate that connection.
Scholarship in the area of African American studies is plentiful and ever growing.
There has been abundant exploration of the trans-Atlantic slave trade covering many
aspects of slavery. The recent burst of scholarly research in fashion studies has likewise
covered much ground. However, the intersection between black history and fashion
studies is ripe for investigation. Some scholars, like Professor Robeson, and historians,
William E. Dodd and Gene Dattel, have made connections between the slave trade and
the textile industry that built the wealth of American and foreign investors. There is fresh
interest in opportunity for fashion studies focus on slaves’ escape from captivity and their
prosperity post emancipation. This crucial aspect of clothing as it connects to
respectability and opportunity is as relevant today as it was in the 18th and 19th centuries.
By examining the slave narratives written by William and Ellen Craft, Louis
Hughes, and Harriet Jacobs and reviewing fugitive slave advertisements that include
particular detail about well-dressed slaves, we can begin to see that pattern emerge. It
reveals a hidden thread of clothes as a path to freedom and how clothes presented a
unique opportunity to invert the paradigm of oppression and dehumanization.
Many of these narrative works clearly demonstrate the subjects desire to direct
their own lives. In their own way, the fugitive advertisements accomplish this, too. Later
Black studies scholars, having grown out of the more militant branches of the Civil
Rights movement, revisited ex-slave narratives in this vein with an eye towards
reminding the world, especially its African-American citizens, that there is a history of
resistance, strength and fortitude to make it through their current plight.
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These reminders remain necessary as it was only after being emancipated and
experiencing freedom, which many enslaved, people realized the terrible lack in present
in their lives previously. Former slave Mrs. Joseph Wilkinson summarized the sentiment
best, “I considered my clothes and the little things I had when in slavery my own but I
didn’t see it as I do now. I see now that every thing I considered my own didn’t belong to
me, but could be taken from me at any time” (Fleischner 93). Dress has never been
superficial. Dress is a critical act of self-expression. To deny one the right to govern this
aspect of their life is to further deny their humanity.
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Chapter I: Woven Into the Textile Industry

Dress has long been a marker of class and social status. The hierarchical nature of
civilization attests to that. It follows that a European adherence to class structure was
highly appealing and the structures that determined who led in government was taken
from their example. A desire for a distinction in dress between the classes also stems
from these influences and harkens back to the sumptuary laws of the 1300s enacted by
the medieval kings of England (Robson 9). These laws sought to enforce separation by
means of a set of codes, which expressly allowed or forbid the purchase of certain
textiles, trims, colors and styles according to one’s position in society. In addition to
creating a visual class identification shorthand, the sumptuary laws also regulated the
purchase of materials with an eye towards promoting and ensuring the success of locally
made goods (Robson 9). English lawmakers took up the mantle and refined these laws
over the next several centuries (Robson 10).
Much like sumptuary laws of the past, a series of laws in the United States were
tied to textiles and their production, and slavery. In fact, much of the discussion at the
Constitutional Convention of 1787 concerned figuring out how to deal with the slavery
problem. Taking a hard stance on matters of abolition might have made it impossible to
unify (Dattel 10). For while slavery is never explicitly mentioned in the Constitution, the
invaluable contribution of the enslaved to the textile industry was what lawmakers sought
to protect.
In Dressing Constitutionally: Hierarchy, Sexuality, And Democracy From Our
Hairstyles To Our Shoes, Ruthann Robson outlines the intricately linked relationship
between slavery and cotton production. The livelihood of many slaveholders, and indeed
the United States economy as a whole, rested on the uninterrupted production of cotton.
5

Robson states, “[t]he 1787 Constitution enshrined slavery, albeit without using the term
‘slavery,’ in number of provisions” (Robson 154).
The first of the Articles passed assigned the terms by which people who were
non-White men would be counted, those who were free or indentured for specified
number of years were counted whole, Indians were completely excluded, while Blacks
would be considered three fifths a person (Robson 154). Therefore, if slave-holding states
discounted their slave populations, it would directly affect their overall numbers and thus
diminish their political might.
Free states, however, were loath to allow those enslaved men and women to be
counted at all, knowing that the increased number of those in the South could be a danger
to their own agendas. Even the eventual compromise, reflecting their status as part
person, part property by counting the enslaved as three-fifths of a person, was not enough
to satisfy lawmakers in free states (Robson 154). They argued that no other property
could be counted to boast state numbers in non-slave states consequently slaves in slave
holding states should not count either. If they are men, free them and give them the right
to vote like all others (Robson 154).
This stance did not stem from benevolence or kindness. This was a numbers
game. The number of persons in a given state determined representation. The three-fifths
clause and others in the Constitution, created loopholes to ensure that the inferiority of
blacks would be upheld and laid the groundwork to continue slavery under another name.
Lawmakers ensured that they could also continue to import African citizens as indentured
servants to increase their labor force. Robson quotes the following in a chapter entitled,
Dressing Economically, in her aforementioned book.
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James Madison, the presumed author of Federalist Paper No. 54, argued that the
Constitution was correct to view “our slaves” as possessing “the mixed character of
persons and property” (Federalist Papers: No. 54). The author argued that this was “in
fact their true character,” although it was not necessarily a natural one:
It is only under the pretext that the laws have transformed negroes into subjects of
property, that a place is disputed them in the computation of numbers; and it is
admitted, that if the laws were to restore the rights which have been taken away,
the negroes could no longer be refused an equal share of representation with the
other inhabitants (Federalist Papers: No. 54).
This confounding statement, and its conflicting assertions, was buoyed by the passing of
Articles and Amendments to the constitution that ensured that slaves remained in this
suspended state strung between dehumanization and personhood.

Cotton is King
In Cotton and Race in the Making of America: The Human Costs of Economic
Power, Mississippi-born author and cultural and economic historian Gene Dattel provides
insight into the demand for cotton prior to the Civil War, noting:
The demand for cotton from the textile mills in England and the North grew at an
astounding average of 5 percent annually for sixty years before the Civil War. The
South, as an entity, realized the aggregate power of cotton as a global economic
phenomenon, even as the lives of countless individuals—from White farmers to
black slaves, and from plantation owners to mill workers—were subject to its
whims (Dattel 98).
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The exploitation of the free labor provided by enslaved Africans and their descendants
padded the already increasing profits from the sale of cotton. There were some arguments
for suspending the importation of Africans into the United States, as some owners feared
a decrease in value of their existing slaves. Dattel provides some context for the rise in
slave price prior to the Civil War, observing:
On the eve of the Civil War, slavery was prospering only in the cotton states of
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, western Tennessee,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. Over this entire region, the average price of a
slave…had reached an astounding $1,800 “per prime field hand” (Dattel 100).
The demand for slaves had increased in accordance with the demand for cotton. Despite
that, regions of the slave holding states, like in Maryland and Delaware, saw a decrease in
their number of slaves. While some areas experienced little growth and others had their
white population increase to such a degree that they overtook the number of slaves
(Dattel 100). Some saw this as a reason to reopen the borders to the slave trade and
pushed for such clauses that would allow them to do so. By increasing their number of
slaves both through births resulting from marriages and other unions between the captives
and the rape of female slaves by masters and other plantation workers and through the
capture and relocation of Africans, some planters intended to have a never-ending supply
of this labor. However, Article I, Section 9, of the Confederate Constitution explicitly
outlines the legality of slavery and clarifies that, “[t]he importation of negroes of the
African race, from any foreign country, other than the slaveholding States of territories of
the United States, is hereby forbidden, and Congress is required to pass such laws as shall
effectively prevent the same” (Confederate Constitution).
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Formerly, abolitionists stood on moral ground. Those who assisted high profile
escapees like author and activist, Frederick Douglass, and Georgia’s William and Ellen
Craft, whose high stakes escape was shared in the United States and abroad, used their
sensational stories to support their fight. Many were appalled by the notion of owning a
person and incensed by the stories of treatment of those in capture. Sharing the stories of
the formerly enslaved in written form via abolitionist newspapers and pamphlets and
orally during speaking engagements, won many of those on the fence over to their side.
Later, photography became a powerful abolitionist tool. Images displaying the conditions
slaves lived in and the tatters that were their normal garb while toiling in the fields moved
the masses and affected attitudes towards slavery. By the 1850s, the push to end slavery
had entered the mainstream and become a political tool (Dattel 100).
Displaying the intelligence and fine looks of the Crafts and others who would go
on the join speech circuit and orate at rallies, particularly the fair-skinned Ellen who
could have, and did, pass for white, demonstrated the arrested potential of those in
bondage and communicated that Black people were just like everyone else. Frederick
Douglass, whose distinguished visage became synonymous with slavery, freedom and
opportunity, swayed opinions with his powerful speeches and seemingly innate elegance.
Recognizing the danger of these public figures, and the stories they shared, plantations
masters doggedly pursued fugitives. The Crafts were forced to flee to the UK, and
Douglass was only safe after he was able to purchase his liberty. In light of the impact of
Haiti’s rebellion, the revolt planned by Denmark Vessey in South Carolina in 1822 and
the one actually carried out by Nat Turner in Virginia in 1831 had the potential to ignite
larger and wider spread revolutions (Dattel, 102). As such, lawmakers in slave states
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banned the distribution of anti-slavery literature and published slave narratives, which
had become a popular reading genre (Dattel 102).
In addition to the more commonly touted White abolitionists, free Blacks were
also active in anti-slavery movements, particularly in New York State. Sociology
Professor Timothy Shortell’s article, “The Rhetoric of Black Abolitionism: An
Exploratory Analysis of Antislavery Newspapers in New York State,” explores the role
of Black Americans in securing freedom for their fellows in bondage. Shortell notes,
“Black abolitionists sustained a more radical critique of American Society than their
White colleagues. The same forces that generated a conservative outlook, with regard to
reform, among northern Whites produced militancy among blacks.” (80).
Despite the rising popularity to end slavery for these disparate reasons during the 1830s,
1840s, and 1850s, the fact remained that cotton was king and slaves were the currency
that kept the profits rolling in. As inventions like the cotton gin increased, the ease of
production and the massive land grab that was the Louisiana Purchase broadened the
influence of cotton magnates (Robson 156). By the time the Thirteenth Amendment went
into effect in 1865, there had been several important, high profile cases disputing the
legality of slavery and attempts to legislate its expansion. Some of those were brought
forth to prevent slavery in the Louisiana Territory (the Missouri Compromise Act of
1820) and cases like Scott v. Sandford in which Dred Scott sued for his and his family’s
freedom and won (Robson 160).
Lawmakers and slaveholders, who were often one in the same, continued to
contend with the abolition of slavery by passing a series of insidious state-level laws and
regulations. Many of the measures ensured that while technically free, former slaves
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would see no peace. Slavery continued if not in name than in deed. Many like those on
the Charlottesville, Virginia plantation where former slave Louis Hughes resided, never
even left. They were retained, by methods legal and illegal, until they could establish a
system that allowed slaveholders to transition them into a different kind of bondage. This
new way of using slaves of the state for labor or as indentured servants resulted in a
system that was by arguably more brutal than slavery itself (Robson 2013).
The Black Codes, sometimes referred to as Slave Codes, were a series of laws and
regulations passed in 1865 and 1866 that governed the movements of slaves and free
Blacks in Southern states. They offered slaves some protections, they were after all an
investment for which their owners hoped to see a return. Once slavery was abolished,
these feelings vanished. The expectation that wages must now be paid for work that they
once got free was galling and those already predisposed to violence gave it free reign
under this new system. Some former slaves chose to stay with the former masters. The
passage of time allows some to think of this decision as proof that not all slaves had it
bad, that some slaveholders were benevolent. This theory does not consider that for
many, the plantation had been their only home and fear of the unknown is what kept them
there, not loyalty.
They were right to be afraid. Accounts vary, but in Sick From Freedom Professor
Jim Downs’s research in various archives and oral historical accounts reveals that many
freed slaves perished in the early days of emancipation (Downs, 21). Those who
supported the institution of slavery argued that Blacks, as an inferior race, were incapable
of taking care of themselves and thus were protected by their enslaved state. Freeing
them would only lead to their downfall and risk the American economy. Though on the
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surface the great loss of life may lend credence to this assertion, certainly the majority of
slaves felt differently. The chance for the freedom to govern their own lives, even if they
failed, was the Black American dream.

Against this historical background of slavery and oppression, I will illuminate
slaves’ own role in producing their clothing and explore how access to clothing was
critical to a successful escape. The slave narratives, like that of Louis Hughes, and
financial records kept at plantations-turned-historical tourists attractions like Thomas
Jefferson’s Monticello and George Washington’s Mount Vernon demonstrate that slaves
also had a hand in the entire garment chain and nearly sole responsibility for the
maintenance of the plantations textiles, including home goods like bed linens and other
housewares. They planted the crops, picked the fiber, spun it, wove it, helped to sell it to
others and constructed garments for both themselves and their owners. Hughes, whose
plantation’s chief industry was textile production, shared a slave’s eye view of their
everyday work lives:
Through the winter and on rainy days in summer, the women of the field had to
card the wool and spin it into yarn. They generally worked in pairs, a spinning
wheel and cards being assigned to each pair, and while one carded the wool into
rolls, the other spun it into yarn suitable for weaving into cloth, or a coarse, heavy
thread used in making bridles and lines for the mules that were used in the fields.
This work was done in the cabins, and the women working together alternated in
the carding and spinning. Four cuts were considered a task or day's work, and if
any one failed to complete her task she received a whipping from the madam
(Hughes 2012).
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Hughes wrote extensively about life on a plantation that farmed cotton. Indeed much of
his narrative is dedicated to recollections such as the one above; as such, detail of the
workings of the cotton industry can be found therein. This narrow focus, even from the
viewpoint of an escaped slave, is telling. The entire structure of their lives revolved
around this crop, cotton-built fortunes for a select group and was the very foundation that
the United States was built on. The industry was second only to slavery in its power to
elevate and as such was entirely reliant on the uninterrupted continuation of chattel
slavery to maintain its profitability as well as continuing to meet increased demands.
What was the impact of these interwoven industries—slavery and textiles—on the Black
bodies that sustained both?
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Chapter II: Clothing the Black Body in Slavery
After suffering the traumas of capture, enslavement and the ship's journey from
their homeland, newly arrived Black people, called “new Negroes,” struggled to
understand and cope with their altered circumstances. In the midst of these difficulties,
they were dealt their next blow, an attack on their sense of self and connection through
their appearance. Stripped of garments that represented their native culture, unable to
bathe or groom themselves, separated into groups without common language or customs,
many stood naked, their bare bodies evaluated much as one would examine livestock, as
plantation owners determined their worth on the ship’s deck or auction block. Their lack
of clothing was inconsequential as they were viewed as less than (Baumgarten 133).
Once purchased, it was in the best interest of the master and mistress to protect their
investment by providing them with the essentials. Chief among those necessities were
clothing.
Along with slavers, sailors and other crewman had a unique opportunity to
observe this peculiar transition. Wealthy international travelers were likewise well
placed. Ship manifests and passenger diaries often contain reflections on the initial phase
of cultural eraser. In the 1732 travel journal of Englishman William Hugh Grove, he
recorded the following observation:
The men are Stowed before the foremast, then the Boys between that and the
main-mast, the Girls next, and the grown Women behind the Missen. The Boyes
and Girles [were] all Stark naked; so Were the greatest part of the Men and
Women. Some had beads about their necks, arms, and Wasts, and a ragg or Piece
of Leather the bigness of a figg-Leafe. And I saw a Woman [who had] Come
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aboard to buy Examine the Limbs and soundness of some she seemed to Choose.
Dr. Dixon…bought 8 men and 2 women…and brought them on Shoar with us, all
stark naked. But when [we had] come home [they] had Coarse Shirts and
afterwards Drawers given [to] them (Grove 31).

Most enslaved people had no agency to choose their wardrobe; they nonetheless
faced many of the same societal expectations and a desire to look well, as their owners.
At varying times, they needed to conform to the current standards of decency and
respectability while remaining humble and in their place. Slaves of differing rank—
whether house, field, companion —and age, be they child, adult, or senior, had to contend
with shifting demands on their appearance. Their success in walking this tightrope was
largely contingent on what was provided to them and the benevolence or malevolence of
their master, mistress and others hired to oversee them.
Slaves received an allotment of clothing by two chief methods. Some were given
a quantity of cloth to construct garments themselves with the expectation was that the
woman of the house would make clothing for her entire family. Others were given a
handful of garments meant to last through the season. Typically, garments or cloth were
handed out twice a year to coincide with the arrival of warm or cold weather, though
some records indicate that a yearly allotment accounting for the change in seasons was
given instead (Baumgarten 135). The textile itself could vary; some slave masters chose
linen, though cotton for milder climes and wool for cooler were much more common.
Little was found to indicate that warmer footwear or head and hand coverings were
dispersed, though there were a few instances of masters issuing items by gender like
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socks and wool caps for men while women were given stockings, sunbonnets and
kerchiefs (Stampp 291).
In fact, most slave masters openly wondered if they needed to issue footwear at
all; this seemingly critical item was regarded as an unnecessary and costly expense.
Wearing one pair, daily, while working primarily out of doors, the footwear, much like
the slaves themselves, were rapidly run down. In Before Came Freedom: African
American Life in The Antebellum South, 1790-1865, a work compiled by the Museum of
the Confederacy which chronicles a 1992 exhibition of the same name, researchers
shared that some larger plantations, those with a hundred slaves or more, employed a
cobbler just to manage slave footwear as it was the less costly method to manage the
enormous task (Campbell and Rice 56).
The number of plantations and sheer quantity of enslaved persons accounts for
much of the variation in circumstances are found in different investigations into the life
of a Black slave. Certainly, some slaveholders were motivated by their own measure of
kindness or cruelty. Others may have felt pressure from nearby plantations and took
measures to match their expectations of care. Isolation could be a boon if your master
was disposed to kindnesses that others may have frowned upon, while some who were
farther afield may have used that distance to allow for crueler treatment. Slaveholders
managing large or numerous plantations were perhaps resentful of the cost of caring for
so many and consequently doled out the bare minimum to those under their influence.
Sometimes the differences were due to the sensibilities of the plantation mistress.
They could have a softening effect on the master. However, the mistress typically had her
own, likely troubled, feelings regarding her duties and their work in close proximity to
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their slaves. Most were placed in the untenable position of being worth more than a slave
of either gender, but less than a White man. This role as slightly more valuable property
could inspire their own cruelty to come to the fore as they worked alongside their slaves
in the home and in the loom rooms, sharing the responsibility for overseeing, and
sometimes assisting, in the production of cloth and garments for the plantation (Hughes
40).
In Thirty Years a Slave: From Bondage to Freedom, Autobiography, former slave
Louis Hugh offers a firsthand account of this fraught collaboration:
One woman did the weaving and it was her task to weave from nine to ten yards a
day. Aunt Liza was our weaver and she was taught the work by the madam. At
first she did not get on so well with it and many times I have seen the madam
jump at her, pinch and choke her because she was dull in understanding how to do
it. The madam made the unreasonable demand that she should do the full task at
first, and because she failed she was punished, as was the custom in all cases of
failure, no matter how unreasonable the demand (Hughes 40).
Enslaved children, male and female, were dressed in a simple pullover frock, a tunic-type
long shirt, and were more oft than not, barefoot. In his biography, Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass, an American Slave. Written by Himself, celebrated orator, activist
and scholar, Frederick Douglass, recounts wearing such a garment in his youth:
The children unable to work in the field had neither shoes, stockings, jackets, nor
trousers, given to them; their clothing consisted of two coarse linen shirts per
year. When these failed them, they went naked until the next allowance-day.
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Children from seven to ten years old, of both sexes, almost naked, might be seen
at all seasons of the year (Douglass 10).
The enslaved of all ages went unprotected from the spectacle of public nudity.
While there were laws which protected poor White laborers and servants from being
made to strip before receiving their punishing lashes, and, of course, there was no
question of forcing prominent Whites to endure forced nudity for any reason, for black
Americans, no such regulation existed (Baumgarten 133).
The arrival of puberty heralded a change in wardrobe for youngsters growing up
in captivity on plantations. Many young men could mark this time as the arrival of their
first pair of pants. Douglass himself thought the notion of “owning a pair of trousers was
great indeed!” (Douglass 28). Others had the great misfortune to see this milestone used
as another means to visit cruelty upon them. Masters intentionally withheld pants from
some, forcing them to remain in the smock-like garment that marked them as a
genderless child. Indeed, the uniformity of slave garb was an intentional and efficient
means to stamp out individuality and to mark them by occupation. It also served its
purposed, as an out of place slave could be easily identified. Like the children in their
unifying smocks, field workers wore the same general style and color palette, always
made of the roughest, meanest cloth. Maid’s costumes and other fine house slave
garments grouped those working indoors with the family in the same manner, while also
serving to sow seeds of resentment in those not selected for such work.
The onset of puberty for young enslaved women came with its own terrible trials.
As their bodies budded young women, particularly those who were a part of the more
elite household staff, were required to wear appropriate garments. These included a
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support garment, stays, which are worn next to the skin like modern day brassieres,
petticoats, hose and proper frocks. There are some accounts of slave women field
workers being required to wear stays as well. It seems likely that supportive garments of
some kind would be necessary given the rigor of the work they performed. However, the
comfort of their property was not often a foremost consideration of most masters, so the
vast majority did without. Some enslaved women used their exceptional tailoring skills,
typically utilized in creating clothing for the women of the big house, to fashion
necessities out of recycled materials.
Being forced to appear in public without proper support garments, wearing a plain
shift that White women would cover with a proper frock, served to reinforce female
slaves’ inferiority to their White mistresses and misses (Baumgarten 134). These marks
of womanhood, whether through their absence or their design to reveal and enhance one's
shape, had the affect signaling their age to men on the plantation. Young black women
were the most unprotected in any circumstance, prey to masters, overseers, servicemen
and fellow slaves. Any beauty or femininity they could claim would only serve to make
them likelier targets.
Female slaves generally suffered under further degradation because of their
womanhood. Despite the additional danger, there burned a desire in many to be feminine,
to alter and augment their bare allotments with castoffs from generous mistresses and
misses of the house and through ingenious uses of common household items. In Before
Came Freedom, John Matthews, a slave on a southern plantation, recalled enslaved
women’s attempts at style, even within their limited means; “De white wimen wore
hoops skirts but I neber seed a black woman wid on one. Dey jes’ starched deir petticoats
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an’ made deir dresses stand out like hoops under dem” (Campbell and Rice 119). Others
used grapevines to achieve the effect (Campbell and Rice 119). Bringing those hard won
tailoring skills to the fore, small pieces of fabric were carefully harvested from the seams
of generously cut garments to make one of a kind looks, just for them. Relying on their
fabric dyeing skills, some enslaved women identified and used plants and roots to add
color to their uniform looks and those who were allowed to earn wages tended to use
those funds to purchase clothing (Hunt-Hurst 1).
During times of courting, enslaved women, like anyone looking to fall in love,
wished to smell and look nice. They carved out time between work to mend and care for
their Sunday best, those castoff items or a handmade frock set aside for exclusive
“festive” use, and “used sweet smelling flowers and herbs as perfume and often kept their
good dresses packed in them so that the clothing absorbed the fragrance” (Campbell and
Rice 118). In a collection of slave narratives from Georgia, former slave, Julia Larken,
recollected that black men and women would take extra care to keep their shoes free from
the dust of the road while walking to church. They draped them over their necks by their
tied together laces until they were indoors. Larker shared that women, “...wore two or
three petticoats all ruffled and starched….and evvy ‘oman pinned up her dress and evvy
one of her petticoats but one to keep ‘em from gittin muddy” (Katz-Hyman and Rice
124).
Church going provided another context in which to exhibit and to express the self
through style. Many slave masters were devoutly religious, and some were reverends
themselves. They encouraged their slaves to worship; Christianity and the Bible were
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also used to justify slavery and support their assertions that African Americans were
inherently inferior.
Allowing the indulgence of a day off and the keeping of special occasion clothing
also gave slaves just enough respite from their usual existence to keep many docile and
agreeable. Along with their sartorial freedom came the opportunity to behave as they
wished while worshipping too. Here was a rare chance to enjoy relative relaxation and
full expression of self. Those who could recall the religious ceremonies from their
homelands danced and sang in a manner that was foreign and alarming to Whites. A
merging of cultures and the crafting of the new led to the creation of Negro spirituals,
hymns, and the origin of customs that sustained African-Americans through this painful
era of history. Along with today’s gospel choirs, practices such as praise dancing,
spontaneous gesticulations and the modern day practice of wearing elaborate outfits,
which women top with even more show stopping church hats, originated here, in the
plantation houses of worship where slaves felt most free.
Female slaves were not protected from the hardest work on the plantations field
clearing, cotton and tobacco picking, all under the hot sun. Their hard use did not allow
them to escape from common domestic tasks. Uneven expectations made more work for
women, which continued after toiling in the fields with home mending, care for the
family slave quarters and other tasks in the textile making processes like lint sorting to
support the more traditional dyeing, spinning and weaving of fibers. Some, like on a
plantation in Georgia, had tasks assigned during what was down time for many men. In
addition to their work in the fields, when the day was done and they retired at home,
women were expected to spin “one cut,” or receive punishment in the morning (Campbell
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and Rice 109). There were also their own families to feed with the small home gardens
many kept to supplement their meager food rations. Most of the ready-made purchased
garments went to single male slaves, as they had no wife to be tasked with making their
clothes. An account found in the plantation records of one South Carolina plantation
bears this out.

Plantation Records
“Each man gets in the fall 2 shirts of cotton drilling, a pair of woolen pants and a
woolen jacket. In the spring 2 shirts of cotton shirting and 2 pr. of cotton pants” (Stampp
291). While women were given “6 yds. of woolen cloth, 6 of cotton drilling and a needle,
skein of thread and a ½ dozen buttons. In the spring 6 yards of cotton shirting and 6 yds.
of cotton cloth similar to that for men’s pants, needle, thread and buttons” (Stampp 291).
While all received “a stout pr. of shoes every fall, and a heavy blanket every third year”
(Stampp 291). That’s shockingly little to clothe oneself for an entire year and with the
work done in moments snatched from days packed with labor it’s remarkable that they
managed at all. The few articles of clothing provided or made were left in tatters by the
end of the season due to their continual wear while toiling.
In The Cotton Kingdom, historian William E. Dodd reported that his findings
about one plantations older citizens, they were given two pair of shoes, hat, and new
clothing each year (Dodd 75). This conflicts with accounts that other slave masters
regarded the elderly as an investment that had outlasted its ability to produce returns.
Consequently, they were often left to fend for themselves or be provided for by their
fellow slaves. Can this difference be explained by Dodd’s assessment that slave treatment
and the general condition of their wardrobe was often a reflection of the master’s own
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“indifference” to appearance (Dodd 76)? Planters in Virginia regarded their relative
shabbiness as a virtue, a sign that they and their wives were beyond such pettiness as
keeping up with the latest fashions. While those nearer to Washington and further north
in New York and Boston where inclined to dress in imitation of aristocrats, their garb a
demonstration of their wealth and status. Did these attitudes trickle down to what they
provided for their slaves?

Documenting Slavery
Dodd and others are often thorough in their analysis of slave owners. Whether
analyzing the institution from a business angle, or evaluating the impact on the soul of
those relying on slave labor, a variety of opinions, facts, some generalizations about the
motives and morals of slave holders are made. The Cotton Kingdom combines narrative
exposition with documentation and Dodd’s own observations. The text has the ring of
truth because Dodd spares no criticism of the government, the South’s interference in it,
the cruelties of slavery, and the justifications planters made for that cruelty.
Despite the contributions of scholars like Dodd, much of what we know about
slavery is from the perspective of those controlling or benefitting from it, it is often
difficult to discern much about the slave’s own perspective of everyday life and dress.
That said, insights can be found in a few unexpected places. The industry of slavery was
documented like any other. Even as Thomas Jefferson, George Washington and the
other founding fathers attempt to write and control the history of their lives and legacy, a
great deal of information about their roles as slave owners can be found in their financial
records and in the diaries of overseers. Plantation mistresses kept diaries, too, to
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document the woes and triumphs of their own lives and vent their specific complaints of
the indignity of working alongside their slaves in textile production (Hunt-Hurst 2). So,
along with the names and cost of their slaves, information about their care and keeping
were tabulated using both official and unofficial methods.
Archived papers often contain records, which faithfully detailed the money
allocated to clothe slaves, how long those garments were expected to last and what
planters expected to provide for them according to season. The documentation, of course,
varied from plantation to plantation and covered the same details, like the number of
yards of fabric provided and the expected number of garments it would yield, while
others stated the number and type of garment provided by age, or gender, outlined
previously. Slaves in captivity at George Washington’s Mount Vernon received their
allotment of clothing annually. Men were given “one wool jacket, one pair of wool
breeches, two linen shirts, one or two pair of stockings, one pair of shoes, and linen
breeches for summer” (“Clothing”). While women received “one wool jacket, one wool
skirt, two linen shifts, one pair of stockings, one pair of shoes, and a linen skirt for
summer” (“Clothing”).
Though Washington wrote that “it has always been my aim to feed & cloath them
well...- in return, I expect such labour as they ought to render,” his actual practice did not
bear that sentiment out (“Clothing”). In letters to his man of business, he was not above
airing his own concerns about the cost of clothing so many. He sought ways to purchase
the cloth for less. Washington and other plantation masters made use of, “coarse linens
from Germany and Scotland, such as,” cheap, rough osnaburg—a textile called
alternatively negro cloth, linsey-woolsey, slave cloth, sailor cloth and more depending on
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its intended wearer—at low cost to offset the expense of time and dollars in the textiles
produced by the slaves (Baumgarten 135). Despite these cost saving measures,
Washington still wondered at the necessity of providing slaves with trousers that reached
the ankle.
Additional textiles to produce coats, blankets and fabrics for use in other
applications would be purchased in bulk. Scholar and textile expert, Linda Baumgarten,
has researched early American textiles, including those created and worn during slavery,
for much of her career. One planter discussed in Baumgarten’s work, What Clothes
Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and Federal America, purchased from an
English supplier, “a thousand ells of German osnaburg, three hundred yards of Kendal
cotton, one hundred yards of “plaidding for Negroe children,” and 60 ready-made “fear
nothing waistcoats of the cheapest color” (Baumgarten 135). Ells were a unit of
measuring length. It was the distance between the tip of ones forefinger to their elbow
(Merriam-Webster). “Fear nothing” and other descriptive turns of phrase were names
given to fabrics meant for the servant class and slaves, aiming to convey strength and
durability to the buyer.
Washington had facilities to manufacture textiles from the beginning of the
process to the end on his vast plantation and, of course, the slaves there performed the
work. Certain slaves at Mount Vernon were tasked with transforming bolts of fabric into
clothing. The Mansion House Farm, one of five on the grounds of the larger Mount
Vernon estate, primarily housed skilled laborers such as coopers, blacksmiths, carpenters
and textile artisans. The Mansion House Farm was also home to the spinning house.
There, enslaved women spun fiber and sewed textiles from the resulting fabric, woven by
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White artisans hired for the task, for domestic use in the manor house and into clothing
for their fellow slaves. A quota system was enacted, a number of garments or quantity of
spun yarn had been set, and slaves who did not meet them would be punished
(“Clothing”).
Washington was not among the slave masters who regarded the elderly as free
from work. Though they were no longer useful in the fields, old slaves, along with the
infirm and those slow of wits, were put to use in the textile production process. They
would knit a portion of the freshly spun yarn into the stockings that were part of the
slaves’ annual clothing disbursement and perform other tasks that could be performed
while sitting. Spinning, sewing, and carding wool were also their responsibility. Many
were also responsible for caring for slave children and farm animals, tended gardens,
cooked, and completed some of the mending and washing (Stampp 58).
At Monticello, Thomas Jefferson primarily employed his biracial children, the
product of raping his slave, Sally Hemings, in textile related jobs. His daughter and niece
worked on Mulberry Row, the hub of Monticello’s textile production, the former a
spinner, the latter a weaver. Industrialization of the weaving process afforded Jefferson
the opportunity to buy less ready-made clothing and set the slaves to making their own
version of rough cloth to clothe themselves. By the year 1814, slave artisans working on
Mulberry Row at Monticello could were weaving as much as 1200 yards of fabric,
enough to clothe up to 300 slaves of the slaves housed on the plantation (Textile Society
of America 266). Female slaves spun in the loom room from about age ten to sixteen. The
quality of their work would determine their future. Those who performed well would be
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selected for further textile work. While those who fell short would be designated for the
fields (Textile Society of America 267).

Slave Narratives
Most financial records and similar documents were dispassionately kept with
respect to the slaves’ wants, needs or sentiments about their clothing, as well as how
often they were provided with new things. Frederick Douglass’ recollection of children
going without clothing and the many accounts of slaves’ garments being reduced to rags
by the season’s end make it clear that slaves had no recourse if something irrevocable
happened to the clothes they were issued. Additionally, masters took note of slaves who
expressed particular distress at being left out when new allotments of clothes were issued.
When one enslaved woman all but demanded her shoes from a negligent master, he gave
her two dollars to purchase some (Campbell and Rice 111).
Fortunately, many slave narratives chronicle the slaves’ own relationship to their
clothing. In Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Written by Herself, she
expressed her feelings about her given wardrobe, “I have a vivid recollection of the
linsey-woolsey dress given me every winter by Mrs. Flint. How I hated it! It was one of
the badges of slavery” (Jacobs 20). Harriet would have felt this more keenly than most, as
in her youth she enjoyed a particularly fine life and was dressed as well as any White
child. Her early life was as idyllic as was possible while still being a slave. Harriet’s
grandmother was allowed to earn money through the sale of baked goods she prepared
after her assigned tasks were complete. Those funds could be used in any way she
wished; she primarily used them to supply Harriet with better quality clothing. The
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contrast between the items bought with the love and sacrifice of her grandmother and the
aforementioned, despised linsey-woolsey dress was still stark in Harriet’s mind when she
wrote her narrative many years later.
In Thirty Years a Slave, the former slave Louis Hughes discusses the clothing that
he and other slaves received on the plantation where he was enslaved. Some were issued
frocks made from Negro cloth or osnaburg. Though the textile was known by other
names, they all shared a coarse, rough appearance. Some accounts tell tales of slave
women restyling their head wraps as mode of self-expression or mending castoffs that
became their Sunday’s best. Hughes shared that they also used remnants of men’s pants
to fashion pantaloons as they were not issued undergarments a personal recollection
which sheds light on the facts I have been able to recover about clothing allotments
(Hughes 42).
Oddly, though this essential garment was not issued, the master “brought back a
bolt of gingham for turbans for the female slaves. It was a red and yellow check, and the
turbans made from it were only to be worn on Sunday. The old women were so glad that
they sang and prayed. A little gift from the master was greatly appreciated by them”
(Hughes, 42). Was this gift inspired by tenderness or a desire to keep his slaves off
balance by doling out unexpected kindnesses? Even as he expressed some judgment
regarding the joy they expressed, Hughes himself was not immune to these displays. “I
had known no comforts, and had been so cowed and broken in spirits, by cruel lashings,
that I really felt light-hearted at this improvement in my personal appearance” (Hughes
63).
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In many well-known slave narratives, the formerly enslaved describe a variety of
wardrobe arrangements. Some men mention being provided with two suites of clothes
that were meant to last the entire year. Others recalled the indignity of wearing the
aforementioned straight cut frock into early adulthood. There are those who lamented
ever being given the pants they were denied, as the rough cloth they were made from was
so unbearable to wear while toiling in the high heat of the day. This effort to discomfort
male slaves, who were often purchased for their size, stamina and perceived ability to
procreate, was evident in this and other more overt behaviors beyond what they were
made to wear. Hughes faced constant degradation at the hands of his mistress in
particular, recalling:
She continued her old habit of boxing my jaws, pinching my ears; no day ever
passing without her indulging in this exercise of her physical powers. So long had
I endured this, I came to expect it, no matter how well I did my duties; and it had
its natural effect upon me, making me a coward, even though I was now growing
into manhood (Hughes 73).
House slaves felt an advantage of working in the master’s home, being provided
with a fine livery or clean, neat dresses and aprons that were the expected attire of a welloff families’ servants. As the families earned more, they aspired to greater heights, and a
chief means of displaying that wealth was through the fitting out of the home. As such,
the condition of the “house” slaves’ wardrobe rose as well (Hughes 63). Nevertheless, as
Hughes’ account shows, his position in the home made him an easier target for the
mistress’ rage. Her demands became increasingly unrealistic as the workload mounted for
those working. They were required to be in a state of readiness nearly twenty-four hours a
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day. Additionally, though the garments themselves were on infinitely finer quality than
field workers allotments, wearing a livery was still an external mark of service. The
uniform was likely itchy and uncomfortable, too, being made from wool and then layered
with all the associated livery accouterment. The association with servitude was so
unappealing that poor White laborers often refused to wear one (Baumgarten 132).
Additionally, the interrelations of slaves could be affected by the difference in
dress, too. So-called house slaves and field slaves, and the perceived benefits of one
station over another were a cause for strife. Toiling in the field was backbreaking work,
viewing your contemporaries in clean; fine clothes could not have been easy. While those
performing those indoor tasks may have wished for the distance and less scrutiny from
the master and mistress, which working in the house did not afford. Louis Hughes’ first
escape was in large part due to the treatment he received from the mistress of the
plantation where he was held captive. Nothing, lamented Louis, could appease his
mistress. “Mrs. McGee was naturally irritable.” (Hughes 72). He, and others, had suffered
ill treatment from her all their lives, but, “[i]n the new home my duties were harder than
ever. The McGees held me with tighter grip, and it was nothing but cruel abuse, from
morning till night. So I made up my mind to try and run away to a free country” (Hughes
80).
Though field workers unquestionably had more rigorous work assigned to them,
they did have tasks, which took them out of sight of overseers and were allowed moments
of rest due to the belief that they performed their labors better after a short respite. Being
always in easy view of their owners meant relatively little downtime for indoor workers.
Their tasks could be arduous, too. Washing all of the household linens, caring for the
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garments of everyone in the family, cleaning the home, preparing meals to satisfaction,
acting as a companion for White children who would eventually own you and, like Louis,
being in striking distance when one was moved to lash out at someone all made the dance
for an indoor slave complicated. When viewed in that light, the ability to bathe regularly
and dress well does not balance the scales.
This variety of comparatively lenient and kind masters (vs. cruel and vindictive
ones) speaks to the latitude the individual slaveholders had to regulate the appearance of
their property and to dole out punishments as they saw fit. Slave codes attempted to
discourage intimate connections between owner and slave by outlawing caring acts such
as handing down worn clothes and making allowances for differences in and
improvement of personal appearance amongst their favored slaves. There were also
provisions for basic levels of care and maintenance as the pressure to abolish slavery for
its inhumanity mounted. Excessive kindness or cruelty did not help those interested in
maintaining the system of slavery, so these laws hoped to curb tendencies towards either
extreme.
However, this method of control was not foolproof. There are accounts of slaves,
like Harriet Jacob’s grandmother, who had, through agreements with their master,
contrived of a system that allowed them to dress rather well. She “...asked permission of
her mistress to bake crackers at night, after all the household work was done; and she
obtained leave to do it, provided she would clothe herself and her children from the
profits” (Jacobs 12). This arrangement meant a cash share of the profits for the household
and absolved the master and mistress of providing for everyone under grandma’s care.
Slaves who earned money, through paying an allowance to their owners using wages paid
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to them for working skilled trades on and away from the plantation, were able to craft a
unique style of dress (Jacobs 12).
There has been much debate amongst scholars studying slavery regarding the degree of
agency that slaves had. Many early observers would be startled to learn that arrangements
such as the one Harriet’s grandmother, and others, enjoyed were as commons as
narratives and other accounts seem to indicate. Both Washington and Jefferson contracted
with neighboring plantations to share and make use of slaves with specialized skills. In
the latter’s case, he allowed his bastard children a degree of latitude that went beyond
possessing their own money.
Professor Kenneth M. Stampp’s 1956 book, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in
the Ante-Bellum South, was one of the first works to actively challenge the notion that all
slaves were passive, existing within the institution of slavery as cogs in a machine, with
no recourse or desire to resist. Though the work was groundbreaking, Stampp’s narrative
leaned towards a world where slaves were things which were acted upon, their entire
lives intimately and irrevocably connected to Whites. Further research has revealed
nuances of Black life during slavery that show they managed to have rich lives despite
living in bondage.
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Chapter III: Dressed for Freedom

As long as the peculiar institution of slavery has been in existence, there have
been those willing to risk everything for a chance to escape it. The Underground Railroad
is generally known as the most common means of slave escape in the United States. It is
shared in children’s books in school classrooms during Black History month. Similarly,
accounts of the consequences of unsuccessful attempts are universally understood to be
dire, likely fatal. These instances are well documented. Despite these facts, there has
always been a faction of enslaved individuals who managed to seize freedom on their
own terms.
Such a dangerous undertaking required planning and the suring up of one’s
fortitude before attempting an escape. Oftentimes luck was the primary factor in the
escapees’ success, for there were many obstacles, chief amongst them are the Black
Codes that policed their movements, placed in the path of potential fugitives. Those who
had fine manners and pleasing diction were better able to pass as free. Sometimes, money
played a part in gaining freedom and the slaves, who had entered into arrangements with
their masters to earn, and do what they liked with their wages, used those funds to
support their flight to freedom. There is another, less scrutinized but no less crucial factor
to a successful conclusion to these perilous journeys, the importance of clothing. Of
being dressed for freedom.
Though there are many tales that illustrate the importance of clothing in escape,
the point is sharpest in the story of Georgia’s, William and Ellen Craft. Published in
1860, Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom: Or, the Escape of William and Ellen
Craft from Slavery tells the story of their successful escape. In its pages, William Craft
explains how their flight to freedom would not have been possible without sartorial aid.
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Before William reveals their plot in full, he shares with his audience incredible detail of
the terror instilled in enslaved people. This fear was the chief means of squelching an
urge to rebel and deterring them from attempting to escape. Punishment was a daily part
of life for those being held captive on these plantations. Minor infractions could result in
severe beatings; a look or even suspicion of wrongdoing could lead to a public whipping.
The circumstances of how searches were carried out, some of the methods used
the danger of being found abroad without the appropriate documentation and
permissions, and the great distance to travel before arriving in a free, safe state, were
generally known the enslaved. So, it fell to this determined lot, the Crafts and others
dreaming of escape, to figure out how to exploit whatever privilege they had in order to
increase their chances of success. William and Ellen were highly trusted and valued
slaves; these facts led to degree of latitude that allowed for greater movement and
freedom than what we have been taught to expect a slave to have. William earned an
income working for a cabinetmaker in town. Though his owners had changed over time
William’s skill with wood made him so valuable to the cabinetmaker that this essential
relationship held despite William’s ownership changing hands.
Ellen was one of many slaves fathered by her mother’s owner/master and worked
primarily in a domestic capacity for one of her half-sisters, though the relationship was
not generally acknowledged as familial. This change is ownership was a result of Ellen’s
very fair complexion and the tendency for visitors to mistake her for one of the mistress’s
own children. In disgust, Ellen was given to an elder daughter who had her own
establishment (Craft 2). Though she was separated from her family, the change was
welcome as the mistress was cruel and resentful towards her. Ellen’s new home was a
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kinder one and she, like William, was valued as far as one can value their living property,
and trusted.
Slaves who spent a great deal of time working in close proximity to Whites while
maintaining proprietary and proper deference were indeed of great value. Across the
board, enslaved people played a critical role in maintaining the industry of slavery. Those
like William and Ellen, who were considered genteel and trustworthy, could be employed
to do a number of tasks for no or low cost. In turn, they could be kept happy with
occasional kindnesses like being provided with gifts of clothes, the ability to keep some
of their earnings or the permission, and trust, to take short trips away from their
plantation. The Craft’s privilege, when compared with other, was great. With all of their
relative good fortune, they could, of course, never be satisfied with their status as
“chattels” (Craft 1). William summarized the grief wrought by their station on life,
writing:
It is true, our condition as slaves was not by any means the worst; but the mere
idea that we were held as chattels, and deprived of all legal rights—the thought
that we had to give up our hard earnings to a tyrant, to enable him to live in
idleness and luxury—the thought that we could not call the bones and sinews that
God gave us our own: but above all, the fact that another man had the power to
tear from our cradle the new-born babe and sell it in the shambles like a brute, and
then scourge us if we dared to lift a finger to save it from such a fate, haunted us
for years (Craft 1).
Knowing what they did about the fate of any future children they’d bear was so
disheartening that Ellen initially eschewed marriage despite her love for William. Their
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feelings could not be denied; however, once they married, the idea of being free was
always present in their minds. So it was in “December, 1848, a plan suggested itself that
proved quite successful, and in eight days after it was first thought of we were free from
the horrible trammels of slavery, rejoicing and praising God in the glorious sunshine of
liberty” (Craft 2). It was a plan that was simple and bold in equal measure. As William
noted, “Knowing that slaveholders have the privilege of taking their slaves to any part of
the country they think proper, it occurred to me that, as my wife was nearly white, I
might get her to disguise herself as an invalid gentleman, and assume to be my master,
while I could attend as his slave, and that in this manner we might effect our escape”
(Craft 29).
This is a plan particularly suited to individuals in William and Ellen’s unusual
circumstances. Having a good, trusted status with their masters, and with additional
permission from William’s employer, the Crafts requested and were granted a few days
leave to take a kind of honeymoon shortly after their wedding. This step, permission to be
away, would be crucial in order to cover such a great distance, the thousand miles in the
title of their narrative. They needed time in advance of their absence being noted to cross
the slave states between Georgia and freedom.
In disguise, as there were prohibitions on how, when and where negroes could
spend money, William shares that, “with little difficulty I went to different parts of the
town, at odd times, and purchased things piece by piece, (except the trowsers [sic] which
she found necessary to make)” (Craft 30). In this way, they compiled the articles of
men’s garb to disguise Ellen, with her very fair skin, as a White gentleman planter.
William exercised extreme caution while gathering these garments because any White
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person taking undue interest in a slave buying a fine jacket could act on his suspicion and
lead to dire consequences. Once acquired, and with permission to be absent in hand, they
worked out the final details: how to mask Ellen’s smooth cheeks, her feminine voice, and
her inability to write. Adding such bandages and poultices to the disguise to affect a
sickly visage and cover her less than masculine face, they decided they’d also use the
feigned infirmity as the excuse for her inability to write or speak clearly, too. Thus
outfitted, the Crafts said a final prayer and set off.
There were several tense moments in their journey, starting with their first train
ride. Ellen, settled in the White car, found herself sitting across from someone who knew
her master. While William spotted his employer, the cabinetmaker, searching for him
outside. As they struggled to remain calm and resist the urge to declare themselves on the
spot, the Crafts’s luck held. Ellen’s disguise was effective, they were not recognized and
the train pulled off before a search for William could be affected. Passengers
propositioned Ellen; they wished to purchase William, as he seemed attentive and loyal.
Some cautioned her that she was too lenient with him and that taking him North would
only fill his head with ideas of freedom that would ruin him and anyone he told back on
the plantation.
The Crafts reached Philadelphia where they were folded into the underground
abolitionist network. They were educated; teaching slaves to read and write was primary
for many working to end the peculiar institution, as written narratives from the slaves’
own perspective were a powerful abolitionist’s tool. By now, William and Ellen had been
on the run long enough for their masters to know they had no plans to return. Though
encouraged to stay longer, they fled to Boston where once they settled William continued
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working as a cabinetmaker and Ellen, like many former female slaves, used her tailoring
skills to earn a living. As the story of their daring escape spread, slave catchers doggedly
pursued them. Likenesses of William and Ellen, with the latter in and out of drag, were
shared along with their tale. These images were wildly popular and added to danger of
their recapture for it was exceedingly rare for fugitive advertisements to include pictures
(Figures 1–2).

Figure 1. Likeness of William and Ellen Craft. Unknown, The Liberator (1831-1865) (theliberatorfiles.com/liberatorphoto-gallery/).
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Figure 2. Likeness of Ellen Craft. The Underground Railroad from Slavery to Freedom by Wilbur Henry Siebert,
Albert Bushnell Hart Edition: 2.
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Due to the dogged pursuit by their former master, William and Ellen decided to
leave the United States, heading to the UK where they could continue their abolitionist
work with the safety distance afforded. There, engravings of the pair were all the rage.
The sale of the prints helped to finance their activist work and together with the fees from
their lectures allowed William to start saving to buy his sister’s freedom (Craft 12).

Deterring Escape
The Crafts were able to overcome their inability to read or write with a clever
ruse. It is, of course, common knowledge that slaves were forbidden from learning to
read and write. This prohibition was set as a preventative measure with slave owners
desiring to keep their property from using the written word to organize rebellions or mass
escape. They knew that power lay in numbers. If a large enough group could be
encouraged to risk resisting they could easily overwhelm the always smaller number of
Whites on a given plantation.
As further incentive to behave, slaves were encouraged to court, marry and
reproduce. These familial bonds made escape more difficult, running with a child was
nearly impossible, entire families fleeing together too conspicuous. There was the added
financial bonus of any children being born from these unions being instantly branded a
slave thereby increasing the holdings, and wealth, of the master. Further, those in
relationships were less inclined to take solo risks, understanding that their partner or child
could be made to suffer in their stead. They would also lack whatever meager protection
enslaved men and mothers could offer to their families.
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Plantation living had given them every reason to worry about the consequences
for those left behind and those who might be recaptured. Escapees who were returned
were made an example of. It was not uncommon for them to be whipped to death, strung
up, naked, before the assembled inhabitants of the plantation. Those who did not perish
under the lash could die later from festering wounds or from a rapid decline due to the
body’s weakened state. Some were sold to owners with reputations for severe cruelty that
enjoyed taking on challenging slaves. Fearing that the attempted escapee would try again,
masters cut their losses and made sales to these men at a discount thereby guaranteeing
some profit. Many families were torn apart in this way. Ironically, it was the very same
fear of separation that led some desperate men and women to chance escape in the first
place.
Harriet Jacobs made the tough decision to leave her children in the relative safety
of their great grandmother and escape the increasing sexual desperation of her master and
the equally trying blame placed on her by the mistress of the house. His obsession with
Harriet had already made her young adulthood a trial. In a chapter entitled “The Jealous
Mistress,” Jacobs shares the psychological warfare of living with a master with a roving
eye and a mistress who blames everyone but him for it with the reader. After a series of
events left her without her parents and in the care of new owners, Jacobs lived in that
state of fear as both master and mistress grew increasingly desperate in their aims, his to
bed Harriet and hers to prevent the act from taking place. This torment carried on until
she, after many obstacles, made an escape, of sorts, disguised as a sailor.
First, Harriet was housed in the nearby home of a sympathetic White mistress.
She remained hidden there until the threat of discovery drove the mistress, and her trusted
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slave, Betty, to put another plan in motion. Betty acquired a suit of sailor’s clothes and
worked with Harriet to master the posture, gait and speech of a seaman (Jacobs, 169). So
disguised Harriet was able to walk right past acquaintances on the road. Though she
would go on to endure years of living in the small, cramped crawl space above her
mother’s home before she would truly be free, this initial taste, wrought with the sailor’s
garb, was enough to convince her she’d made the right choice in fleeing, regardless of the
risk or consequences of recapture.

Figure 3. Harriet Jacobs fugitive advertisement placed by Dr. James Norcom. Image courtesy of the North Carolina
Office of Archives and History, Raleigh, N.C.
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Plantation masters employed a variety of strategies to locate missing slaves. There
were quick, initial searches of the surrounding areas performed by overseers, men from
nearby plantations and others, including fellow slaves, working for the master. These
routine patrols were carried out whether someone had escaped or not. They were yet
another scare tactic and preventative measure employed the enslaved in a constant state
of fearfulness and agitation.
One has to imagine the remoteness of some of the larger plantations; the more
densely populated towns being often a carriage ride away. In some cases, being in closer
proximity to other slaveholders posed a greater danger, necessitating passage through
their grounds, which could lead to rapid recapture. You could make it past the obstacles
of your own prison to be snared in those of the next one. Guards were set to watch
borders and key locations for just this reason.
The fortunate ones who made it past these initial obstacles were exposed to the
elements, their clothes providing minimal protection and easily marking them as slaves,
hiding out in the wooded areas in between and on the outskirts of territories unable to
travel by daylight or to remain where they were for too long. They would be constantly
on alert for the sounds of the second tier of defense, the slave hunters, also referred to as
slave catchers in some literature. These men were employed to do what their name
implies, hunt down missing slaves. They used bloodhounds, trained to locate and attack,
to stalk the woods and likely routes to the nearest free territory. The average citizen had
the power to question any person of color they encountered. Some used this right to
harass free blacks as well as slaves. William shares:
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There are a large number of free negroes residing in the southern States; but in
Georgia (and I believe in all the slave States,) every coloured person's complexion
is prima facie evidence of his being a slave; and the lowest villain in the country,
should he be a white man, has the legal power to arrest, and question, in the most
inquisitorial and insulting manner, any coloured person, male or female, that he
may find at large, particularly at night and on Sundays, without a written pass,
signed by the master or some one in authority; or stamped free papers, certifying
that the person is the rightful owner of himself (Craft, 36) .
Imagine the geography of the slave holding states of William and Ellen Craft’s
time. An extensive mass encompassing much of the southeastern United States. For those
located deep in the heart of the region, like in Georgia where the Crafts were slaves,
which is flanked on all sides by water or further hostile territory, escape would seem
impossible for additional difficulties were met when seeking safe modes of travel in Free
states as well. William Craft shares some of the ordinances prohibiting Blacks from
traveling on trains or even on foot within certain districts. Threatening Whites with steep
fines for breaking these laws enforced these restrictions, the chief aim being to seize any
free man they could and to prevent the ones already in bondage from escaping. Bills, like
the one described by William Craft in his and Ellen’s narrative, prevented free Black
from moving easily by criminalizing their presence in certain places or at certain times of
day. He noted that:
[A] Bill has been introduced in the Tennessee Legislature to prevent free negroes
from travelling on the railroads in that State…. [W]ho shall permit a free negro to
travel on any conductor permitting a violation of the Act shall pay 250 dollars....
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The State of Arkansas has passed a law to banish all free negroes from its bounds,
and it came into effect on the 1st day of January, 1860. Every free negro found
there after that date will be liable to be sold into slavery, the crime of freedom
being unpardonable. The Missouri Senate has before it a bill providing that all
free negroes above the age of eighteen years who shall be found in the State after
September, 1860, shall be sold into slavery; and that all such negroes as shall
enter the State after September, 1861, and remain there twenty-four hours, shall
also be sold into slavery for ever. Mississippi, Kentucky, and Georgia, and in fact,
I believe, all the slave States, are legislating in the same manner. Thus the
slaveholders make it almost impossible for free persons of colour to get out of the
slave States, in order that they may sell them into slavery if they don't go (Craft
38).
For most, attempted escapes to freedom were short lived. Many of these men, and
less frequently women who faced additional barriers to escape, as woman of any race
traveling alone excited suspicion, did not live to tell their story. Snippets of their tales
show up in other narratives, like the Craft’s, William took extra care to share a breadth of
stories and circumstances even including Whites in bondage. There are some, like Louis
Hughes, who was unusually fortunate to live to share his many escape attempts, five in
all, in his 1897 autobiography
Some lesser-known former slaves also whose fugitive advertisements detailed a
quantity of clothes. The fugitive advertisment published by the slave owner, Hugh
Ritchie, included tips about the likelihood of the escapee changing their garb. An
enslaved woman named Cash escaped from his plantation. He took pains to detail the
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articles of clothing she ran with which included, “a large bundle of wearing apparel
belonging to herself, consisting of a black sattin Cloak, Caps, Bonnets, Ruffles, Ribbons,
six or seven Petticoats, a pair of old Stays, and many other articles of values which
cannot be ascertained, it is likely she may change her dress” (Mackey, 323).

Figure 4. Hugh Ritchie, “RAN-AWAY, From the Subscriber,” Quebec Gazette, 4 November 1779; reproduced in
Mackey, “Appendix I: Newspaper Notices,” 323.

Other acclaimed narratives share both details from escapes where costuming
played a critical role and illuminate the tragedies of recapture and return. In Frederick
Douglass’ 1845 biography, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American
Slave: Written by Himself, he shares his experiences with both. A fellow slave foiled
Douglass’ initial, unsuccessful escape. He was jailed for a time before being sent to
Baltimore for work. There, he worked in a shipyard and acquainted himself with the way
sailors walked, talked and dressed. For his second attempt Douglass donned sailor’s
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clothes, borrowed a seaman’s papers, which allowed Black sailors to travel on all modes
of transportation, from another black man, and began his journey into celebrity.
Douglass faced a perilous starting journey starting with a train ride that almost
ended his trip before it began. A conductor with relaxed identification standards meant
that Douglass’ borrowed papers did not give him up as a fugitive. Next, it was necessary
to pass through free territories by train and ferry. Through a series of lucky turns, the kind
that appear in many successful escapes, he avoided capture despite being sure that he was
recognized at least once. He arrived at last in New York where he was protected from
slave catchers by local abolitionists until he could purchase his freedom. Even as far as
that great city, men roamed the streets hoping to earn coin for the return of missing
slaves. Frederick Douglass would go on to become the standard by which the potential of
enslaved people was measured. If Douglass could accomplish so much, a man who would
eventually become the most photographed person of the 19th century and certainly the
most consistently impeccably dressed Black person many Whites who encountered him
had seen, then what was really being lost by keeping people like him in bondage?

The Black Codes
In the years 1865 and 1866 ordinances had been enacted in the southern states to
regulate the lives of Blacks Americans. These so-called Black Codes helped to support a
shorthand, visual method of identifying slaves who were out of place. Though they were
wealthy, free Black men and women indulge in the popular fashions of their time.
Though the Black Codes, also interchangeably called the Code Noir and Slave Codes in
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literature, were initially concerned with the movement, behavior, wardrobe, and treatment
of slaves, they also had a great impact on free persons as well.
The first was the Code Noir, passed by Louis XIV in 1689, controlled and
restricted the movements of slaves and free Blacks in the French colonies. Throughout
the years, additional laws were passed and over time were adapted to cover all manner of
things outside of the legality of slavery. They primarily outlined prohibitions on the
freedom of slaves’ movement, education and ability to gather in groups, as well as how
slaves would be monitored for compliance and various punishments and consequences
for breaking the rules (Le Code Noir, 3). Though these were formal written edicts, there
also existed a set of informal regulations and traditions that flexed and expanded to
include nearly anything that Whites felt they had a right to tell Black people to do or not,
do, down to wardrobe. In order visually reinforce White dominance; slaves and free
Blacks were required to look the part.
After making a snap decision to flee, Hughes made it as far as Memphis where
was eventually discovered on the sugar boar he had been hiding in. To his surprise, one
of the ship’s crew read his fugitive advertisement to him: "Ran away from Edmund
McGee, my mulatto boy Louis, 5 feet 6 inches in height, black hair, is very bright and
intelligent. Will give $500 for him alive, and half of this amount for knowledge that he
has been killed" (Hughes 81-82). When his master eventually came to retrieve Hughes
from the jail he had been thrown in, he did not cuff him, to the consternation of the
guards. Indeed his owner was more concerned that Louis clean up and dress well for their
return trip home. They had recently moved to a new plantation where the master had a
reputation for his style and wealth and seemed reluctant to be labeled as someone who
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beat his slaves. Louis was slotted back into his role in the home, the cruelty that sent him
running abated for a time. It was not to last. Before long, the mistress was back to his
usual treatment, as Hughes lamented:
[A]fter I had been home some three or four weeks, Madam Sarah commenced her
old tricks - attempting to whip me, box my jaws and pinch me. If any little thing
was not pleasing to her at meal time, it was a special delight for her to reach out,
when I drew near to her to pass something, and give me a blow with her hand.
Truly it was a monstrous domestic institution that not only tolerated, but fostered,
such an exhibition of table manners by a would-be fine lady - such vulgar spite
and cruelty (Hughes 86)!
Despite the laws and general attitude towards well-dressed blacks, there was still a subset
of slave masters who allowed a degree of latitude with regard to expressions of personal
style for the maid or footman working in their home. Whether it was through high-quality
hand-me-downs, clothing items purchased with funds they had earned or skill with needle
and thread which allowed them to craft their own garb, there were slaves who could not
deny their need for stylistic expression. Though lenient masters, whose motivation could
have aligned with Louis Hughes’ owner and his desire to maintain his reputation with his
neighbors, could not have predicted it, slaves who combined their access to funds with
their improved wardrobe and made a bid for freedom made the danger of these
allowances evident (Shaw). William and Ellen Craft have, perhaps, the most well known,
and certainly the most sensational, flight to freedom in which clothing was a critical
factor.
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Dress in Fugitive Slave Advertisements
Fugitive slave advertisements, even those without likenesses attached, are also a
rich resource for intimate sartorial detail that reveals the importance of clothing in a
successful escape. Information provided to identify the owner’s property could also be
analyzed for clues about the escapees’ life. These advertisements likely contained more
information about the slaves than they even realized their masters noticed about them. In
an effort to recapture their runaway property, slave owners breathed life into these
formerly one-dimensional people with descriptions of physical traits and typical garments
worn.
One should recall the scarcity of clothing in this era. Even Whites owned
relatively few garments. Because clothing could be expensive, it was generally meant to
last a long time. For slaves, who typically received clothing only twice a year the
likelihood of them changing clothes post escape was unimaginable. By giving minute
detail of what they were, last seen wearing the chances of reacquiring the slave were
greater. However, this could be easily foiled by a slave who had the means to provide
themselves not only with a potential change of clothes but possessed the kind of garments
that would help them slip into the role of a free man.
In The Underground Rail Road: a Record of Facts, Authentic Narratives, Letters,
&c: Narrating the Hardships, Hair-breadth Escapes, and Death Struggles of the Slaves
in Their Efforts for Freedom, the tale of one escaped slave, John, lays this fact bare. John
had an arrangement by where he paid a fee to his mistress for the privilege of working as
a hired hand. After that sum was paid, he could spend his earnings how he pleased. He
“…was fond of nice clothing, he was careful to earn a balance sufficient to gratify this
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love” (Still, 307). We learn that “John was a mulatto, of genteel address, well clothed,
and looked as if he had been “well fed” (Still, 307).
As with the Crafts, this combination of factors—John’s access to fine clothing, his
light skin, and his well-fed appearance—aided in his successful escape to Canada,
because they added an aura of respectability. A slave’s chances of escape could hinge on
looking the part of a free person. Linda Baumgarten’s examination of a runaway slave
advertisement for a Mulatto man named Sam supports this argument. Using her expertise
on interpreting textiles, Baumgarten posits that Sam’s wardrobe, as described in the ad by
his master, “had fashionable elements” (Baumgarten, 133). The master’s own attention
detail with regard to Sam’s appearance may have been due to how frequently he saw Sam
while he worked in the home or because the clothes were once the master’s own. Sam
enjoyed the same benefits as John, light skin; access to finer than average clothing for a
slave and very likely a store of funds. Sam and John exploited their privilege, just like the
Crafts.
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Figure 5. Fugitive advertisement for Charles and Sam. Reprinted from Windley, vol. 1, 174.
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Conclusion
The interest in studying all aspects of American History even, and most
importantly, the unpleasant ones, continually grows as we look to the past to contend
with the present and future. Many archivists, historians and librarians dedicate their lives
to digitizing and publicizing materials that aid in furthering our knowledge. Indeed many
of the materials used in researching this thesis were made accessible online and free.
Scholars from several fields have also contributed to this mission by developing curricula
to explore the past from an interdisciplinary angle. Even institutions like Mount Vernon
and Monticello are contending with—and even embracing—this shift. A recent
excavation at the former plantation uncovered fascinating detail of the former slaves’
quarters. Archeologist and Professor, Fraser Neiman, seeks to deepen the public’s
understanding of the relationship between slaves and the spaces they occupied (Neiman
161). In the not too distant past, those responsible for curating exhibits at these historic
homes were accused of downplaying Washington and Jefferson’s roles as slaveholders
and open advocates for slavery (Martin and Bowman). A combination of public pressure
and historian’s own desire for accuracy and clarity have led to changes in how these
black parts of their past has been represented. For the first time online and physical
exhibits were dedicated to sharing the gritty truth of life on those plantations (Martin and
Bowman). Formerly, those touring Monticello could elect to skip visiting Mulberry Row,
where the textile works of the plantation was based, sticking to the master’s quarters and
the like. Recent additions, such as the discovery and reconstruction of the rooms Sally
Hemings likely dwelt in, are now part of the overall experience (Martin and Bowman).
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They have been woven into the larger fabric that is Monticello. As is proper. It is a great
start but there is always more to reveal.
Similarly, fashion historians are gaining in professional ground and crafting an
interdisciplinary approach to researching costume history. Once, researching fashion was
seen as frivolous. As the importance of not only preserving, but also studying garment
and textile history which has solidified into a legitimate scholarly pursuit, increases the
scope of that research must also expand to include African Americans. Museums have
long documented and restored garments from local and far-flung native cultures and
entire wings are dedicated to European textiles. The same attention is rarely paid to the
people who so greatly contributed to the building of America, Black Americans and their
ancestors. The information is there in the fugitive slave advertisements and the oral
histories and written narratives and in the photos of enslaved and free Blacks alike. One
only needs to look, to pay close attention, and we can read their lives and histories as well
as anyone’s.
One wonders what of Black fashion’s history lies in those costume institutes.
Scholars like Professors Tanisha C. Ford, Jonathan Michael Square and Kimberly
Jenkins, to name a few, are making strides in the arena of Black fashion studies. It is up
to all of us satisfying our own hunger for this knowledge to continue to push the agenda
forward. To dedicate ourselves contributing to the scholarship and to credit and celebrate
our research sources Only by asking the unasked questions and probing the spaces which
have gone unexplored can we make progress and bring these hidden lives and stories and
clothes the greater recognition they deserve.
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Assigning any measure of privilege to a slave runs counter to what we have been
taught to believe about their lives and opportunities afforded to them. Presenting clothing
as a boon to that bleak existence makes a particular statement. Thinking of clothing, of
dressing well as a privilege remains somewhat controversial when applied to modern day
persons. Black people, women in particular, still face tremendous prejudice and criticism
regarding their appearance. Though debates and discussions about hair tend to dominate,
how Black women chose to express themselves sartorially is equally under scrutiny. This
does not diminish the fact that that access acted as a privilege in the way that it opened
doors for Blacks in the past. I would argue that they were more important for the
enslaved as they set the Crafts and others on the path to freedom.
Second only to looks, clothing is the primary thing that draws the eye. Observers
make assessments based on those first glimpses. Even while toiling under the lash of
slavery, Blacks in America felt the call to express, that which had been taken from their
ancestors. They wished for self-expression, some did not stop until the achieved that. The
pleasure derives and the confidence imbued was worth the additional hours of labor that
went into creating a special garment. The additional physical exertions from plying their
skills off the plantation were a small price to pay for a taste of dignity. A brave portion of
those few saw the opportunities that lay just beyond these arrangements and stolen
moments.
This small sample set of the untold number of men and women in bondage during
the nearly 300 years of documented slavery. Spanning from the year 1619 when the
arrival of enslaved Africans was first recorded until June 19, 1865 to when the last slaves
learned of their freedom in Texas on what we now call Juneteenth is but it is part of the
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wider story. That story includes a legacy of food and farming, industry and innovation,
and yes, textiles and clothing. However, some retellings skate over the places where
clothing matters. This lesser explored intersection, that of Black and fashion histories, is
ready for the kind of in-depth research that other areas of Black history have enjoyed.
There are more Johns, Sams, Williams, and Ellens. How many more were dressed for
freedom?
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